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NATHANAEL KENNEDI
BRAND GRIN Verlag
Do corporate culture and
leadership contribute to a
ﬁrm's success? If so, how?
How can a company
create and develop its
corporate culture to
compete successfully over
the long term? This book
provides the answers to
these questions through
case studies of of six longestablished and worldrenowned companies: the
BMW Group, Deutsche
Lufthansa, Grundfos,
Henkel, Hilti, and Novo
Nordisk. The case studies
render a detailed picture
of each ﬁrm's distinctive
corporate culture and the
factors that shape it.
Based on these examples,
Sonja A. Sackmann has
identiﬁed concrete
strategies and practices

that illustrate how a
company's management
can make a signiﬁcant
contribution toward
developing a dialogueoriented corporate
culture. The appendix
provides a checklist for
readers who want to
develop their ﬁrm's
culture and practice
culturally aware
management.
Designing Brand Identity
Cambridge University
Press
This volume oﬀers a
detailed analysis of the
issues related to the
protection of nontraditional marks. In
recent years, the domain
of trademark law and the
scope of trademark
protection has grown
exponentially. Today, a
wide variety of nontraditional marks,

including colour, sound,
smell, and shape marks,
can be registered in many
jurisdictions. However,
this expansion of
trademark protection has
led to heated discussions
and controversies about
the impact of the
protection of nontraditional marks on
freedom of competition
and, more generally, on
socially valuable use of
these or similar signs in
unrelated non-commercial
contexts. These tensions
have also led to
increasing litigation in this
area across several
jurisdictions. This book
provides an overview of
the debate and state of
the law surrounding nontraditional marks at the
international, regional,
and national level. In
particular, this book
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addresses relevant
international treaties
administered by the World
Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) and
the Agreement on TradeRelated Aspects to
Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS) as well as
several regional and
national legislations and
leading judicial decisions
in order to examine
current law and practice
culminating in critical
reﬂections and
suggestions on the topic.
This is an open access
title available under the
terms of a CC BY-NC-ND
3.0 licence. It is free to
read at Oxford
Scholarship Online and
oﬀered as a free PDF
download from OUP and
selected open access
locations.
Foundations of Corporate
Heritage Cambridge
University Press
This textbook provides
students with
comprehensive insights
on the classical and
contemporary marketing
theories and their
practical implications. A
fourth, revised edition of
Marketing Management,
the text features new
classical and
contemporary cases, new
interdisciplinary and
cross-functional
implications of business
management theories,
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contemporary marketing
management principles
and. futuristic application
of marketing
management theories and
concepts. The core and
complex issues are
presented in a simpliﬁed
manner providing
students with a
stimulating learning
experience that enables
critical thinking,
understanding and future
application. Each chapter
features a chapter
summary, key terms,
review and discussion
questions and a practice
quiz. Throughout the text
there are also speciﬁc
teaching features to
provide students and
instructors with an
enhanced pedagogical
experience. These
features include: The
Manager’s Corner: These
sections provide realworld examples that
instructors may highlight
to exemplify theory or as
mini-cases for discussion.
Marketing in Action:
These sections ask
students to apply
concepts and theories to
actual business situations.
Web Exercises: These
mini sections provide
students with real world
issues and suggest
websites for more
information. In addition,
the authors provide
ancillary lecture notes and

Solution/Instructors
manual online to aid
instructors in their
teaching activities.
Success Factor:
Corporate Culture
Emerald Group Publishing
This text is aimed
speciﬁcally at advanced
level learners of business
English. Primarily
designed as a self-study
reference book, it can also
be used for classroom
work.
The Business of
Economics Routledge
The three-volume set
LNCS 13302, 13303 and
13304 constitutes the
refereed proceedings of
the Human Computer
Interaction thematic area
of the 24th International
Conference on HumanComputer Interaction,
HCII 2022, which took
place virtually in June-July
2022. The 132 papers
included in this HCI 2022
proceedings were
organized in topical
sections as follows: Part I:
Theoretical and
Multidisciplinary
Approaches in HCI; Design
and Evaluation Methods,
Techniques and Tools;
Emotions and Design; and
Children-Computer
Interaction, Part II: Novel
Interaction Devices,
Methods and Techniques;
Text, Speech and Image
Processing in HCI;
Emotion and Physiological
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Reactions Recognition;
and Human-Robot
Interaction, Part III:
Design and User
Experience Case Studies,
Persuasive Design and
Behavioral Change; and
Interacting with Chatbots
and Virtual Agents.
International Business
Strategy Taylor & Francis
Scientiﬁc Essay from the
year 2006 in the subject
Business economics Marketing, Corporate
Communication, CRM,
Market Research, Social
Media, grade: 10 von 10
(Schweiz), University of
Lugano (Faculty of
Communication Sciences
and Faculty of
Economics), 34 entries in
the bibliography,
language: English,
abstract: Starting
situation Today, many
markets have reached
such a degree of
saturation that market
potential is often virtually
exhausted. Increasingly,
growth can be achieved
only at the expense of
competitors. Increasing
internationalization and
the market entry by new
competitors result in
brand and product
inﬂation. Dramatically
shorter product life cycles
and constantly
accelerating product
aging are another
challenge for companies
that they must deal with.2

Hence, in order to make a
company's products stand
out from the diverse
range available, suppliers
are attempting to hone
competitive edge through
increasing diﬀerentiation
of their brands,
emphasizing how they
meet the speciﬁc needs
and wants of their target
customer groups and
market segments. The
overall goal of this
approach is to build up
brands that are unique in
the market place - brands
that promise a unique
value. A strong brand can
reach high rates of loyalty
among existing
customers; it can "more
easily" gain new
customers, due to its
characteristic position;
and it can therefore
charge a premium price.
Marketers have several
means to work with in
order to reach this goal.
Generally, the corporate
strategy "might specify a
premium position or a
massmerchandiser/
discount approach. These
obviously have direct
impact on the pricing"3.
Price is only one of the
marketing variables, but
for the case of premium
brands it is important. The
pricing position is one
determinant for the
development of a brand
identity, incidentally, not
only among customers
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and potential customers,
but also among society,
employees, etc.). As part
of the company's target
market and positioning
objectives (that large
BMW - Overview of
Corporate
Communication,
Corporate Identity,
Corporate Image and
CSR Oxford University
Press, USA
Scientiﬁc Study from the
year 2004 in the subject
Business economics Marketing, Corporate
Communication, CRM,
Market Research, Social
Media, grade: A, Hawai'i
Paciﬁc University (HPU),
course: Brand
Management MBA class,
language: English,
abstract: A survey was
conducted to analyse the
brand BMW and the
companies branding
strategy. The survez
indicated the following:
Since the functional
luxury market's traditional
male domination is
lessening, the target
market for BMW consists
of both genders.
Citizenship or ethnicity is
unimportant. As an
exporter, BMW goal is to
appeal to all people
regardless of ethnicity.
BMW believes the positive
associations (country of
origin) for their brand
assist them in their export
markets. The survey
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results indicate that the
BMW message is reaching
their target market. Of the
survey respondents, more
then two thirds recalled
BMW as a luxury car,
nearly all recalled BMW as
a foreign car, and all
respondents recognized
the BMW name. BMW
produces models
targeting the singles
market as well as models
for families. The survey
data indicates the
attributes relating to
associations with the
singles market to be far
weaker then those
focused on the family
market. BMW realizes that
their target market's
ﬁnancial status requires
them to focus on a more
educated customer, one
that has completed
college, and survey
results conﬁrm their
success. The price
segmentation BMW
chooses limits its target
market to individuals at
higher levels of income.
The market segmentation
requires income levels
corresponding to
educated individuals and
professionals. Professions
of survey participants
included managers and
other professional's BMW
targets. The survey also
indicated respondents not
targeted by BMW are
interested their products.
This is a result of BMW's
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association as a status
symbol. Our survey
resulted in a score of 4.1
and 4.6 (5 maximum
possible) when
participants were asked to
indicate agreement with
the words 'prestigious car'
and 'sta
Emotional Engineering,
Vol.5 Springer
Seminar paper from the
year 2010 in the subject
Business economics Business Management,
Corporate Governance,
grade: 70%, Glyndŵr
University, Wrexham
known as NEWI, course:
Strategic Business,
language: English,
abstract: BMW - the
Bavarian based luxury car
producer is seen as one of
the most prestigious,
stable and admired
companies in the world.
By 2008 the company
sold 1.2 million
automobiles under its
largest brand - the BMW.
In 2001 it very
successfully launched the
new Mini which is the only
brand kept after the failed
acquisition of the Rover
group with sales rising to
over 230 thousand in
2008. In 2003 Rolls Royce
was added to BMW's
portfolio and sold 1,212
units in 2008 - an increase
of 53% compared to 2004
(BMW Annual Report
2008, pp6-7). The
company has not only one

of the strongest brands
worldwide and exclusively
high proﬁt margins of 8 10% but since 2007 it has
been the world's top seller
in the premium class
(Hawranek, 2008). In the
last 50 years BMW has
built a powerful brand
image and distinctive
competitive advantage.
However, with rising fuel
prices and climate change
BMW will have to work
hard to develop an
environmentally-friendly
car that still supports the
values that the company
has been standing for.
Despite the fact that
recent recession has hit
hard the luxury market
BMW considers itself in
fundamentally good
shape as it began
preparing for a downturn
in early 2008 (Ewing,
2009). However, there are
no reliable predictions on
how long the crises will
last and how the
automobile industry will
develop in the future but
the direction BMW has to
work to is certainly clear to a greener, more
environmentally-friendly
Beemer.
The Halo Eﬀect Pearson
Higher Education AU
Corporate
Communication: A
Marketing Viewpoint
oﬀers an overview of the
framework, key concepts,
strategies and techniques
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from a unique marketing
perspective. While other
textbooks are limited to a
managerial or PR
perspective, this book
provides a complete,
holistic overview of the
many ways
communication can add
value to an organization.
Step by step, this text
introduces the main
concepts of the ﬁeld,
including discipline and
function frameworks,
corporate identity,
corporate and employer
branding, corporate social
responsibility, stakeholder
management, storytelling,
corporate associations,
identiﬁcation,
commitment and
acceptability. In order to
help reinforce key
learning points, grasp the
essential facts and digest
and retain information,
the text oﬀers a
comprehensive pedagogy,
including: chapter
summaries; a list of key
words and concepts; case
studies and questions at
the end of each chapter.
Principles are illustrated
through a wealth of real
life examples, drawn from
a variety of big, small,
global and local
companies such as BMW
Group, Hidria, Lego,
Mercator, Krka, Barilla,
Domino's Pizza, Gorenje,
Si Mobil, BP, HarleyDavidson and Coca-Cola.

This exciting new
textbook is essential
reading for all
professional corporate
marketing and
communication
executives, as well as
undergraduate and
postgraduate students of
marketing and public
relations, not to mention
managers who need a
complete and accurate
view of this increasingly
important subject.
The Protection of NonTraditional Trademarks
Penguin
Consumer behaviour is
more than buying things;
it also embraces the study
of how having (or not
having) things aﬀects our
lives and how possessions
inﬂuence the way we feel
about ourselves and each
other - our state of being.
The 3rd edition of
Consumer Behaviour is
presented in a
contemporary framework
based around the buying,
having and being model
and in an Australasian
context. Students will be
engaged and excited by
the most current
research, real-world
examples, global
coverage, managerial
applications and ethical
examples to cover all
facets of consumer
behaviour. With new
coverage of Personality
and incorporating real
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consumer data, Consumer
Behaviour is fresh,
relevant and up-to-date. It
provides students with the
best possible introduction
to this fascinating
discipline.
The Oxford Handbook of
Music and Advertising
Verlag Bertelsmann
Stiftung
"It concludes with some
key observations for
successful brand owners
of the future, and will be
essential reading for
anyone interested in the
future of brands and
branding."--BOOK JACKET.
The Role of Price for
Premium Brands - The
Case of the Automotive
Industry GRIN Verlag
A revised new edition of
the bestselling toolkit for
creating, building, and
maintaining a strong
brand From research and
analysis through brand
strategy, design
development through
application design, and
identity standards
through launch and
governance, Designing
Brand Identity, Fourth
Edition oﬀers brand
managers, marketers, and
designers a proven,
universal ﬁve-phase
process for creating and
implementing eﬀective
brand identity. Enriched
by new case studies
showcasing successful
world-class brands, this
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Fourth Edition brings
readers up to date with a
detailed look at the latest
trends in branding,
including social networks,
mobile devices, global
markets, apps, video, and
virtual brands. Features
more than 30 all-new case
studies showing best
practices and world-class
Updated to include more
than 35 percent new
material Oﬀers a proven,
universal ﬁve-phase
process and methodology
for creating and
implementing eﬀective
brand identity
Marketing Management
MJP Publisher
Heritage is increasingly
recognised as a
signiﬁcant corporate
concern, with corporate
heritage brands and
identities often forming an
important part of a
nation's patrimony.
Foundations of Corporate
Heritage explains the
principles, processes,
strategic signiﬁcance –
and challenges – of
corporate heritage
formation and
management. This
scholarly but accessible
anthology includes
seminal articles on the
territory and also includes
ﬁve new contributions
with questions for study
and reﬂection with
students on
executive/taught courses
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in mind. With
contributions from the
leading international
experts in corporate
heritage, this book
examines the research
foundations of the area
and applications in
practice. It will be
important supplementary
reading for students,
practitioners and
specialists in corporate
marketing brand
management and
marketing
communications, as well
as tourism, hospitality and
heritage studies.
Product Placement of
Bmw Lulu.com
The car - once
everybody's dream and a
key status symbol in most
countries and cultures has been extensively
questioned in the last
decades and in the last
few years particularly.
Urbanisation, traﬃc
congestion, pollution
problems, heavy reliance
on scarce oil supplies,
safety issues and evergrowing competition,
have all provided
signiﬁcant business
challenges for the
automotive industry.
Many car manufacturers
have had to
fundamentally rethink
their design, brand and
marketing strategies to
thrive in a savvy,
consumer-led culture, and

markets that are
becoming increasingly
restrictive in size and
opportunity. Auto Brand
provides a roadmap to
branding and marketing
success in the automotive
industry from a leading
industry expert and
features: • Case studies
on major car brands
personally conducted by
the author including: Audi,
BMW, Holden, MercedesBenz, Opel, Porsche,
Saab, Seat, Skoda,
Vauxhall, Volkswagen,
and Volvo • The ﬁndings
from 100 interviews
conducted with CEOs,
marketing managers,
sales managers, sales
people, after sales
managers at all levels
from the manufacturer
level to small rural
dealers, as well as
industry experts, policy
makers, free-stranding
repair shops and
professional organizations
• The results of a new
international study on car
buyer behaviour based on
4,700 survey answers
Auto Brand is essential
reading for marketing
managers, sales
managers, CEOs,
development managers
and dealers in all types of
companies in the car
industry including:
manufacturers, national
sales
companies/importers,
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dealers, ﬁnance
companies, insurance
companies, free-standing
repair shop channels and
more. The ﬁrst book to
speciﬁcally address how
to deal with the
challenges facing the
automotive industry it
illustrates how companies
can take advantage of
new technologies, adapt
to emerging trends in
consumer behaviour,
improve proﬁtability and
build even more
successful brands in the
future.
Corporate
Communication, Identity,
Image, and Social
Responsibility John Wiley
& Sons
Seminar paper from the
year 2010 in the subject
Business economics Marketing, Corporate
Communication, CRM,
Market Research, Social
Media, grade: 1,7, Griﬃth
University, language:
English, abstract: Diese
Arbeit liefert Theorie zu
den Themen Corporate
Communication,
Corporate Identity,
Corporate Image und
Corporate Social
Responsibility. Zudem
bereitet sie diese Themen
für die Firma BMW auf. ...
is about the organisation’s
communication activities,
its identity and image, as
well as its CSR
programme. [...] 2

Corporate communication
activities and tools This
section ﬁrst deﬁnes
corporate communication
and secondly presents
BMW’s current
communication activities
and tools. 2.1 Theory –
Corporate Communication
Corporate communication
is a key factor for the
success of an
organisation. “By
‘corporate
communication’ we mean
the corporation’s voice
and the images it projects
of itself [...]” (Argenti &
Forman, 2002, p. 4).
According to Argenti and
Forman (2002, p. 4),
“corporate reputation,
corporate advertising and
advocacy, employee
communications, investor
relations, government
relations, media
management, and crisis
communications” are part
of corporate
communication. [...] 4
Corporate Image This
chapter deﬁnes corporate
image and describes the
image of BMW. 4.1 Theory
– Corporate Image
Corporate image is the
stakeholders’ perception
of an organisation.
According to Argenti
(2009), an organisation
normally has diﬀerent
images because it has
diverse constituencies
with diﬀerent point of
views. “The corporate
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image comprises all the
visual, verbal and
behavioral elements that
make up the organization.
[...]. If managed
eﬀectively, it should
protect the organization
against competition [...].”
(Howard, 1998, p.3). [...]
Human-Computer
Interaction. Theoretical
Approaches and Design
Methods GRIN Verlag
In this thesis I examine
the unique positioning of
BMW Films in the history
of automotive advertising
in the United States and
suggest that BMWs
unique approach of
combining cinematic ﬁlm
and Internet technology
initiated a new form of
communication between
luxury car manufacturers
and their targeted
audience. This shift occurs
at a time when reaching
consumers through more
traditional advertising
outlets was becoming
increasingly diﬃcult due
to the proliferation of
modern technology. I
propose that this
communication shifted
from traditional mass
mediated messages to
technologically
sophisticated messages
that enabled greater
freedom and more
individualization. Using
the Internet, BMW was
able to overcome barriers
and regulations imposed
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by traditional media
outlets, enabling it to
enhance its advertising to
involve higher levels of
meaning in a more
interactive and engaging
manner through the use
of the Internet. In an
Internet saturated
economy, the producerconsumer relationship has
moved beyond the basic
encoding and decoding of
messages that targeted
the masses to a more
individualized approach.
At the time of the release
of BMW Films, the Internet
functioned only as an
extension of more
traditional forms of
advertising. BMW was,
therefore, the ﬁrst luxury
car manufacturer to
realize that the Internet
provided ways to create a
multi-sensory experience
that could capture
audience attention and
then persuade them to
communicate the
message to others. This
advertising method
created new forms of
communication, in which
consumers were invited to
seek out the website in an
active manner in order to
view the ﬁlms as
entertainment. An
interesting combination of
traditional advertising
outlets, such as print,
billboard, and even movie
trailers was used to
capture consumer
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attention and lure them to
the bmwﬁlms.com
website. Then, a nontraditional format of
incorporating Hollywood
ﬁlms directors,
recognizable actors, and
action-packed short ﬁlms
was used to reinforce
BMWs brand identity of
luxury performance. This
level of interactivity is
increasingly important as
consumers attention
spans are becoming
shorter in the midst of
todays technology-rich
environment. It is
becoming more diﬃcult
for luxury car
manufacturers to reach
their consumers, requiring
them to develop unique
and creative ways to
attract the attention of
consumers. The usage of
innovative marketing
techniques by BMW Films,
such as viral marketing, a
push-pull strategy, and
most importantly
emotional branding has
turned a niche cinematic
advertisement into a
widespread success. The
success of the ﬁlms, in
both a business and
artistic sense, will push
automotive advertising
forward to use these now
established techniques. In
order to compete within
this highly saturated
industry, luxury car
manufacturers must
continue to innovate

beyond BMW Films in
order to eﬀectively
communicate their brand
message to consumers in
a technologically
advanced marketplace.
Trading Up Kogan Page
Publishers
Controversial and
iconoclastic, a veteran
corporate manager and
business school professor
exposes the dangerous
myths, fantasies, and
delusions that pervade
much of the business
world today.
Foreign Product
Strategy Oxford
University Press
Trading up isn't just for
the wealthy anymore.
These days no one is
shocked when an
administrative assistant
buys silk pajamas at
Victoria's Secret. Or a
young professional buys
only Kendall-Jackson
premium wines. Or a
construction worker
splurges on a $3,000 set
of Callaway golf clubs. In
dozens of categories,
these new luxury brands
now sell at huge
premiums over
conventional goods, and
in much larger volumes
than traditional old luxury
goods. Trading Up has
become the deﬁnitive
book about this growing
trend.
Springer Nature
Scientiﬁc Study from the
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year 2004 in the subject
Business economics Business Management,
Corporate Governance,
grade: A, Hawai'i Paciﬁc
University (HPU), course:
MBA class, 23 entries in
the bibliography,
language: English,
abstract: Change is often
not welcomed, because it
is more comfortable to do
things the way we've
always done them and
change is often perceived
as a threat. But change
has always been a reality
of life and is even more so
today. The challenge for
leaders is the
transformation of their
organization at this time
of fast change. In this
context, the research
paper will analyze how
the German car
manufacturer BMW can
apply organizational
change and development
theories to ensure highest
quality and increase its
market share in the
emerging Chinese market.
China's explosive growth,
which has turned its car

market into the fastestgrowing in the world, has
attracted foreign
automakers in hordes
(Welch, 2004). Over the
past decade, nearly every
major car company has
entered the Chinese
market and so did BMW.
The German car
manufacturer invested in
the local market and
formally opened its ﬁrst
production facility in
Shenyang. BMW entered a
50-50 joint venture with
Brilliance China
Automotive Holdings Ltd
in 2003 and opened a
450-million plant, which
will produce both BMW 3series and 5-series
models. BMW, which sells
its three brands BMW,
Mini and Rolls-Royce, is
thus the only carmaker in
the premium segment
that produces locally in
China (Welch, 2004).
Auto Brand GRIN Verlag
Verbeke provides a new
perspective on
international business
strategy by combining
analytical rigour and true
managerial insight on the
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functioning of large
multinational enterprises
(MNEs). With unique
commentary on 48
seminal articles published
in the Harvard Business
Review, the Sloan
Management Review and
the California
Management Review over
the past three decades,
Verbeke shows how these
can be applied to real
businesses engaged in
international expansion
programmes, especially
as they venture into highdistance markets. The
second edition has been
thoroughly updated and
features greater coverage
of emerging markets with
a new chapter and seven
new cases. Suited for
advanced undergraduates
and graduate courses,
students will beneﬁt from
updated case studies and
improved learning
features, including
'management takeaways',
key lessons that can be
applied to MNEs and a
wide range of online
resources.

